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INTRODUCTION

“Grown-ups love figures. When you tell them that you have made a
new friend, they never ask you any questions about essential matters.
They never say to you, ‘what does his voice sound like? What games
does he love best?’ Instead, they demand: ‘How old is he? How many
brothers and sisters has he? How much does he weigh? How much
money does his father make?’ Only from these figures do they think
they have learned anything about him.”
………………….(de Saint Exupéry, cited in Freedman et al, 1991, p29)

This paper will seek to investigate further the socio-economic variable in this

vignette, taken from The Little Prince, by exploring the relationship between

pupils on Free School Meals (as an alternative, more measurable proxy for

socio-economic background), educational participation and academic

achievement, through the adoption of statistical thinking which, as long ago as

1865, H.G. Wells recognised as critical in promoting ‘efficient citizenship’

(Graham, 2006, pviii).

The social class gap for educational achievement in the United Kingdom

remains one of the most pronounced in the developed world so, perhaps, it is

not surprising that it is social class, (rather than gender, ethnicity or other

variables) which remains the strongest predictor of educational achievement

(Perry & Francis, p2, 2010). This paper will adopt a mixed methods approach

to investigate the affects of socioeconomic background on both academic

achievement and participation in the post-compulsory Mathematics

Curriculum. It will begin by reviewing the literature to develop an

understanding of the nature of the relationship at the national level before

conducting a statistical analysis of this relationship within two inner-city
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London Schools1. It will then examine measures to close the ‘attainment gap’

through a case study of strategy at The Ellen Wilkinson School and Feltham

Community College, and, at the holistic level, programs that have been

introduced nationwide. Consequently, it will seek to evaluate the success of

such existing measures before discussing future policy prescription such as

the Pupil Premium. It will conclude that, whilst social class is only one of a

number of factors that influence the complex relationship between pupils,

participation and academic achievement, there has been a manifest failure of

the education system in the United Kingdom to ameliorate its contribution to

closing the ‘attainment gap’ vis-à-vis other developed nations.

LITERATURE REVIEW: A Hunger for Learning?

The educational attainment of pupils in the British education system is

overwhelmingly linked to parental occupation, income and qualification (Perry

& Francis, p5, 2010; cf National Equality Panel, 2010). Collecting such

sensitive personal data is problematic so consequently the number of pupils at

a school who are eligible for Free School Meals (a readily identifiable statistic)

is taken as more convenient proxy of socio-economic background. In order to

qualify for this benefit, parents must earn, or receive welfare benefits, less

than £15,575 per annum and, at present, 15% of pupils at nursery, primary

and secondary schools are entitled this- an increase of 0.5% from the

previous year (Shepherd, 2009). The observation that Children from

disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds do less well in terms of

1
The Ellen Wilkinson School for Girls and Feltham Community College
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academic achievement is not a revelation and was first enunciated at the turn

of the twentieth century by Joseph Rowntree following his investigation into

Poverty in York (Blanden & McNally, 2006). The 1906 Provision of School

Meals Act was introduced in order to target poor nutrition which was

considered to be one of the principal hindrances to learning but, in spite of

strengthened legislation, local authorities were fairly recalcitrant and by 1939

less than half were providing Free School Meals (The Telegraph, 2006). Even

at this time research showed a link between low income, malnutrition and

academic under-achievement and the policy was augmented by Ellen

Wilkinson, the first female education secretary, who introduced the 1946 Free

Milk Act (The Telegraph, 2006). Whilst free milk fell victim to the educational

spending cuts in the Thatcher government of the 1980’s, Free School Meals

have stood the test of time and continue to benefit around 1.2 million children

(Harris, 2010). It can be argued that such a policy is critical as the UK has a

particularly high degree of social segregation and is one of the nations with

the most highly differentiated results among OECD countries:

“The yawning gap between the educational achievement of poor
children and their more affluent peers remains a complex and
seemingly intractable problem” (Perry & Francis, p5, 2010).

This ‘attainment gap’ manifests itself almost at the very beginning of pupils

education experience; by the age of three poorer children lag a year behind

the communicational skills of their more affluent peers (BBC, 2010). Indeed,

the Department for Education found that only 53.3% of pupils eligible for Free

School Meals achieved the expected level in both English and Mathematics

vis-à-vis 75.5% of those who did not (DCSF, p2, 2009). Figure 1.1 seeks to

represent the attainment gap by comparing the proportion of pupils failing to
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reach these expected levels at both maintained schools and schools with 35%

or more of their pupils eligible for Free School Meals.

For the mathematics results, at least, there does appear to be a degree of

convergence between the two, the most recent data suggests this gap

remains at around 10%. A similar pattern is seen at Key Stage 4, measured

by the percentage of pupils achieving 5 or more GCSE’s grade A*-C (Fig 1.2).

Figure 1.1
2
: Academic Achievement (KS2) against social economic status

Although there is an increase in the percentage of all pupils achieving 5

GCSE grades A*-C, Fig. 1.2 illustrates that the rate of increase is greater

amongst pupils who receive Free School Meals and hence the difference

between the two groups (representing the attainment gap) does appear to be

diminishing.

2
http://www.poverty.org.uk/25/index.shtml
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Figure 1.2
3
: Academic Achievement (KS4) against social economic status

There are, of course, many explanations for low achievement, non-

participation and underachievement such as personal/individual differences,

overt behaviours, socioeconomic and cultural factors, and the educational

environment (Becta, 2009). However, although its impact may well be

complicated by the complex ways in which it intersects with other factors such

as gender and ethnicity, social class remains the strongest predictor of

educational achievement in the United Kingdom (Perry & Francis, p6, 2010). It

is, therefore, social class as measured by the socio-economic proxy of receipt

of Free School Meals that shall form the focus of this investigation.

3
Department for Education, 2009
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PROGRESS

Macro-level

At the macro level, the government appears to have adopted a two-pronged

attack which incorporates raising aspirations, a key factor identified in the

previous section, and the diversification of the educational market (Perry &

Francis, p2, 2010). As has been illustrated thus far, it does seem that there is

some convergence between the attainment of pupils in receipt of FSM and

those who are not but evidently, there remains a significant amount still to do.

The Secretary of State for Education, Michael Gove, recently told MP’s that he

had to work fast as the attainment gap was ‘a problem we can’t work on

quickly enough on’ noting that despite the best efforts of society the UK is

falling behind the levels of progress being made by other countries (Shepherd,

2010). This would substantiate Perry and Francis’ (p2, 2010) argument that

the twin-pronged attack is, in fact, significantly flawed citing research by the

OECD (2007), and Alegre and Ferrer (p433, 2010) who explain that the

introduction of market orientated reforms, in particular, tend to increase

schools’ social segregation as opposed to traditional comprehensive schools

which tend to reduce it.

An illustration of quite how much progress remains to be made is emphasised

succinctly by Harris (2010) who emphasises the dichotomy between, on the

one hand elite Independent Schools such as Westminster School which on

average sends 82 pupils to Oxbridge and, on the other, the entirety of those at

Oxbridge who were in receipt of Free School Meals at Schools across the

United Kingdom which, in 2002, totalled just 45 of a possible 80,000. The
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results in the following statistical analysis which investigate the participation

rates of FSM pupils in the post-16 mathematics curriculum seem indicative of

a wider problem as, in 2007, only 6% of FSM pupils actually went on to do A-

levels of any discipline (Harris, 2010). Across the United Kingdom just 189

FSM pupils managed to achieve three A-levels at grade A, but with 10% of

these pupils classified as persistent truants and 42% failing to achieve a

single GCSE at grade C or above, the true magnitude of their achievement

becomes apparent (Harris, 2010). Given the introduction and subsequent

expansion of the Teach First scheme4 whereby ambitious young graduates

teach for several years in deprived schools before embarking on professional

training in other careers it will be interesting to see if this can help to

ameliorate the divide. It should, however, be noted that the effectiveness of

the equivalent scheme in the United States (Teach For America) was subject

to criticism from early research on the basis that it does not prepare teachers

with a sufficient understanding of teaching and pedagogical approaches to

succeed in the classroom, in spite of their noticeable intelligence and

enthusiasm (Laczko-Kerr & Berliner, 2002).

Not only is the educational achievement of FSM pupils in itself the focus of

policy-makers, but with the uptake of the benefits standing at 68% in Wales, it

would seem that progress remains to be made in ensuring that those pupils

on FSM actually take up their meal without fear of being stigmatised (BBC,

2011). Following the abolition of the much fêted Educational Maintenance

Allowance (EMA5) in England, the government will also have to ensure that its

4
See http://www.teachfirst.org.uk/TFHome/ for further information

5
A weekly payment of around £35 to pupils from poor backgrounds, contingent on high levels

of attendance, in incentivise their continued participation in full-time education (BBC, 2011a)
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proposed replacement, which is ostensibly designed to give greater financial

support to fewer more deserving pupils, does not run the risk of stigmatising

them too (Mills, 2011).

Micro-level

At the micro-level, the research conducted for this paper does suggest that

Senior Management Teams are cognisant of the need to raise aspirations of

pupils on FSM, in particular, but as the schools which formed the focus of this

investigation are inner-city London schools, further research is required to

determine the extent to which the ‘attainment gap’ recognised by academics

and politicians at the national level is being targeted more broadly at the

micro-level.

CASE STUDY: In Defence of Ellen

Given the prominent role played by Ellen

Wilkinson in expanding access to and

uptake of Free School Meals, during her

tenure as Education Secretary, it seems

fitting that The Ellen Wilkinson School for

Girls should form the focus of this case study into how Schools are trying to

ameliorate the attainment gap at the local level. The Senior Management

Team (SMT) at the school has established an Action Plan which targets

underachieving pupils on FSM in the core subjects (English, Mathematics and

Science). The Action Plan is coordinated by an Advanced Skills Teacher

(AST) in the Science Department who has a team of six teachers through

which to implement the strategy. Each teacher is assigned 3-4 pupils in
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receipt of Free School Meals (FSM) who are considered not to be realising

their potential, and they then set about customising an individual mentoring

program predicated on a three stage process:

1. Understanding the Pupil: Meet with the pupil and discuss why they

enjoy some subjects more than others and, in particular, try to elicit

what it is about lessons in English/ Mathematics/ Science that is

impeding their learning.

2. Explore Positive Learning Environments: Discuss what it is about

the subjects that the pupil does excel in that captures their

imagination. Liaise with teachers in this discipline and see if there any

techniques that can be implemented within the core subjects.

3. Collaborate with other teachers: Investigate how under-achievers,

not necessarily those on FSM, are being targeted elsewhere and some

of the strategies that are being employed.

The Action Plan has been running for three years and the results suggest that

it is making progress in ameliorating the ‘attainment gap’. Were it not for Ellen

Wilkinson’s fierce opposition to Cabinet plans to divert the proposed funding

for Free School Meals to other areas of the Education budget in post-war

Britain it is likely that Free School Meals would not remain in place today so it

is apt that the School that takes her name continues to pioneer programs that

seek to safeguard educational opportunities for all (Hughes, p157, 1979).

Source: Authors’ research conducted with Action Plan Coordinator
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Not every school, however, has such a robust commitment to tackling the

attainment gap purely through the metric of underachieving students in receipt

of FSM.

CASE STUDY: Outcomes-based approach

With 25% of all its student body in receipt

of FSM, Feltham Community College

(FCC) exceeds the national average. The

SMT however, eschews using FSM per se

as a metric through which to allocate

resources and, rather, takes a holistic approach which is needs blind. All

pupils that are failing to progress in accordance with their individual

expectations are singled out for intervention which is then formalised through

a Remedial Action Plan (RAP). The school does have extensive statistical

data of pupils achievement and this can be broken down to analyse and

compare the results of those on FSM and those who are not. This information,

along with other inputs such as the Fischer Family Trust Data Analysis

Project, are analysed by the SMT to ensure there are no major disparities

between the two groups but it does not go beyond this reconciliatory role to

form the focus of intervention. Admittedly, a large number of pupils who are on

RAP plans are also in receipt of FSM but by targeting its intervention on all

underachievers irrespective of socioeconomic background, this does not

necessarily have to be the case.

The intervention that is found to have the biggest impact at FCC is one-to-one

tuition for Key Stage 3 pupils. The College has embraced an opportunity to

conduct rigorous research into this strategy as it has several staff enrolled on
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a Masters program and they have decided to investigate the value of such

intervention for their dissertation. Literacy, in particular, is something that has

been identified as a stumbling block for a number of pupils and failure to get to

grips has been shown to have pervasive effects across the curriculum. As a

result of the compelling evidence which shows the tremendous benefit of this

one-to-one tuition, the SMT has decided to allocate any additional funding it

receives as a result of the proposed Pupil Premium to this end.

Whilst intervention in raising attainment was seen as a top priority and the

inroads made can be seen in the latest comprehensive OFSTED report,

expanding participation beyond GCSE is something that the school

recognises is a development target. They are encouraging everyone to

continue in education at present, but from next year (11/12) the expectation is

that it will be compulsory to continue studying at FCC in the sixth form.

However, the school is experiencing something of a paradox as the removal

of the Education Maintenance Allowance (EMA) is expected to have a

‘massively negative effect’ which will ‘seriously undermine’ the objective of

retaining all pupils in the sixth form. In light of conflicting pressures to get jobs

now that this financial incentive to continue in education has been removed,

the school recognises that it will have to work hard to ensure pupils can see

the relevance and usefulness of the myriad courses on offer.

Source: Interview conducted with Assistant
Head, 11/05/11
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

THE ELLEN WILKSINSON SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Figure 2.1
6
: Box and Whisker diagram: Non-FSM against FSM

At 29% the number of pupils eligible for receipt of Free School Meals at the

Ellen Wilkinson School is substantially higher than the national average of

21% (SCC, 2010). Figure 2.1 is compiled from the Year 11 cohort which took

their GCSE exams in 2010 and represents the distribution of the pupils in

receipt of Free School Meals against those who are not. Whilst the two

average GCSE points scores are fairly similar (57.0% for Non-FSM vis-à-vis

55.7% FSM) what is notable is that the range of results amongst those pupils

receiving FSM is larger than those who are not (55.7% vis-à-vis 51.2%) and

the median average is less (39.4% vis-à-vis 42.1%). This data is generated

from the results of a single cohort so it is difficult to generalise these

conclusions without a more comprehensive longitudinal study beyond the

limits of this paper, however, the findings appear to be indicative of the macro-

level findings discussed in the preceding literature review.

6
See Annex 1 for data set

Box & Whisker diagram: Non Free School Meals vs Free School Meals
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FELTHAM COMMUNITY COLLEGE

The comparable analysis for the number of pupils in receipt of Free School

Meals at Feltham Community College reveals that it reflects the national

average with 21% of its pupils sitting their GCSE examinations in 2010

receiving these. The statistical data available at Feltham Community College,

however, was more substantial than EWS and actually enabled a longitudinal

comparison of GCSE Mathematics grades as well as the ability to investigate

how many pupils in receipt of FSM continued to study mathematics at

Advanced Level.

Figure 2.2
7
: Average GCSE Mathematics Score

The graph of average GCSE Mathematics point score over time appears to

substantiate the trend at the macro-level whereby the ‘attainment gap’

between the academic achievement between pupils in receipt of FSM and

those who are not is continuing to ameliorate, however, there remains a

pronounced difference. Once again this analysis (albeit over a truncated

timeline) does not constitute a statistically significant sample of the population

7
See Annex 2 for data set
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but, given the constraints on this investigation, it is interesting that the analysis

of both schools does appear to reflect the trends at the national level.

Analysis of those enrolled in the post-compulsory mathematics curriculum

revealed an even more alarming finding. For the past two academic years, no

pupils in receipt of Free School Meals were enrolled on the AS Mathematics

course; it will not be until this coming September that two FSM pupils will

begin the course. Over the past three years only one FSM pupil has managed

to complete the entire A-level curriculum achieving a grade D in A-Level

Mathematics.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS?

In a speech reflecting the ‘poverty of aspiration’ Prime Minister Gordon Brown

noted that:

“Opportunities are only meaningful if people have the capabilities,
resources and the aspirations to make the most of them. So
inequalities in aspiration and capability must be tackled” (FCO, 2007)

In this context of a differential in aspirations, one aspect of the data from the

Ellen Wilkinson School stands out. It would appear that besides a difference in

the educational achievements of the FSM and NFSM groups there is a

difference in the expectation of teachers. The percentage difference between

the estimated average GCSE points score and the actual average GCSE

points score was 11% amongst those pupils receiving Free School Meals vis-

à-vis 8% amongst those pupils who do not receive them. This would suggest

that the teachers themselves are complicit, to an extent, in maintaining the

status quo of the ‘poverty of aspiration’.
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Moreover, many pupils are denied the appropriate ‘resources’ and

‘capabilities’ to seize these ‘opportunities’ as a Government commissioned

survey has found that pupils with the poorest pupils also had the lowest

number of teachers with relevant post A-level qualifications (BBC, 2008). This

prompted former Liberal Democrat Education spokesman, David Laws to

reflect: "It's no wonder that many young people from deprived backgrounds

struggle to do well when so many are taught by people who are not well

qualified in the subject they are teaching" (BBC, 2008).

POLICY PRESCRIPTION

Does Every Child Still Matter?

“We are committed to transforming our education system so that all
children, regardless of their background, thrive and prosper… [and
that] all children and families receive the support they need,
particularly the most vulnerable”

DfE Business Plan 2011-2015 (Waterman, 2010)

Trying to establish quite how the new coalition Government in the United

Kingdom will seek to achieve its educational rhetoric remains to be seen

given the austere financial environment that prevails at present. One of the

flagship policies of the coalition has been to facilitate the evolution of market

forces within education by promoting parent and pupil choice through the

expansion of the previous government’s Academy program and through the

introduction of so-called ‘Free Schools8’. Given the fierce opposition to such

marketisation, voiced by Perry and Francis’ (p2, 2010), on the basis that

these measures will lead to an increase in schools’ social segregation given

8
See, for instance http://www.westlondonfreeschool.co.uk/
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the stronger purchasing power of the middle-classes and their ability to

successfully ‘play the game’, it begs the question just what is the best way to

tackle the manifest attainment gap?

One innovative policy prescription that is being introduced by the government

in an attempt to provide a manifest illustration of its commitment outlined in

the business plan is the so-called ‘pupil premium’. Ostensibly, the ‘pupil

premium’ will see schools receive an additional £430 in funding for each pupil

eligible for Free School Meals and would amount to £2.5 billion by 2014/15

(BBC, 2010b). The Deputy Prime Minster, Nick Clegg, explained that:

“by targeting money directly at our poorest children, the coalition
government is starting on the long and hard road to breaking down
one of the most socially segregated education systems in the
developed world." (BBC, 2010b).

However, while few would challenge the extent of social segregation in the

British education system there are many that would, perhaps, be a little more

circumspect about the impact of this policy on it given the absence of new

money, the impact of inflation and the potential opportunity cost of reduced

spending in other areas of the educational budget as the government ‘robs

Peter to pay Paul’ (Hargreaves, 2010; Garner, 2010). The Sutton Trust

advocates that while, in principle, such a premium would seem a sensible

development, the levels of funding currently associated with the scheme are

insufficient to provide schools with an incentive to enrol and improve the

relative and absolute outcomes of children who may lack the support of their

more privileged peers; for this to be achieved it recommends a pupil premium

of £3,000 (50% more than the average funding per pupil) for all pupils who

have been eligible for FSM ‘at some point’ (Sutton Trust, p4, 2010).
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In theory, it will be up to the Senior Management Teams of individual schools

to decide exactly how to allocate the additional funding associated with the

Pupil Premium in order to maximise the benefits for individual pupils (through

for instance one-to-one tuition or reduced class sizes). What is harder to

ascertain is the level of accountability and scrutiny to which these decisions

will be subjected in order to ensure that the money is spent on the most

disadvantaged pupils and not swallowed up in the general schools budget

(Garner, 2010).

Curricular Argument

Whilst it is possible to identify measures that could promote greater equality

within the compulsory mathematics education, this section will consider what

can be done to widen access to post-compulsory mathematics for those from

deprived socio-economic backgrounds. Holmes (p63, 1911) cautioned against

teachers consenting to work on a prescribed syllabus which entails them

surrendering the content of their teaching to the examiner who dictates, in the

minutest detail how the subject is to be taught. However, since the

introduction of the National Curriculum in the United Kingdom in 1988 this is

exactly what teachers have acquiesced to (House of Commons, p10, 2009).

The structure of the post-16 curriculum is subject to competing pressures from

an array of different interest groups (cf. Ernst, 1992) however, the current pre-

dominant forces that have influenced it, led by the higher education

mathematics community, have crafted a curriculum that reflects the historical

development of mathematics presenting it as an abstract, primarily algebraic,
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pursuit situated in the world of mathematics itself with calculus at its core

(Noyes et al, p486, 2011). Perhaps this is why pupils widely hold the view that

A-Level mathematics is elitist and only for a ‘clever core’ such that 10% of

each annual post-16 cohort embarks on the program of study (QDA, cited in

Noyes et al, p484, 2011). Whilst traditional A-level mathematics will always

remain a pre-requisite for those embarking on a career in STEM9 is it right that

90% of the student population should terminate their mathematical education

aged 16, especially when 50% of those in other developed countries such as

Japan continue with their studies in the subject (Noyes et al, p484, 2011)?

In the context of declining post-16 mathematical study nationally, the task of

encouraging those from deprived socio-economic backgrounds to embark on

A-level mathematics appears gargantuan (Noyes et al, p484, 2011). However,

there has been a recent development in widening participation of post-16

mathematics through the introduction of a ‘use of mathematics’ A-level

targeted specifically at those pupils who find the existing traditional syllabus

either unappealing or difficult and, at its core, is predicated upon applications,

modelling and technology and requires pupils to create a portfolio of evidence

showing how they have used mathematics to solve substantial problems

(Noyes et al, 2011). Extensive analysis of a pilot study involving more than

100 schools suggests that the introduction of this ‘use of mathematics’ has

been successful in widening and increasing participation in mathematics in

absolute terms and not simply diverted pupils who may otherwise have

studied the traditional A-level (Noyes et al, 2011). Such a radical reform to the

traditional curriculum, which for instance introduces pupils to the concept of

9
Science, Technology, Engineering and Medicine
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sin waves by conducting research in the context of tides or roller coasters,

enables previously uninspired pupils to amaze themselves at their ability

(Noyes et al, p491, 2011). Expanding the ‘use of mathematics’ A-level across

the country in parallel to the existing A-level mathematics and ensuring

capable pupils are not dissuaded from following this traditional course has the

potential to widen participation in post-16 mathematics especially for those

from less privileged socio-economic backgrounds and, therefore, less readily

denies them access to a career in STEM.

CONCLUSION

If we can expand opportunity, aspiration and participation together,
then the outcomes for pupils, patients, parents and citizens will be
fair - the result of the choices we make, the hard work and effort we
put in - not imposed by the accident of birth or the brute luck of
circumstance. - Gordon Brown, (FCO, 2007)

This paper has shown that socio-economic background continues to be the

key predictor in determining educational attainment and, indeed, participation

in more rigorous academic disciplines such as Mathematics. The pioneering

work of those such as Rowntree and Wilkinson helped to emphasise the stark

dichotomy that emerged within the British Educational system between the

attainment levels of those form a deprived socio-economic background and

those from a more privileged background. However, contemporary analysis of

the phenomenon at both the micro and macro level suggests that, in spite of

the best efforts of education professionals and politicians over the course of

more than a century, the attainment gap resolutely refuses to disappear. At a

time when incomes in both the private and public sector are being squeezed

whilst, simultaneously, the burgeoning growth of the middle classes in
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developing countries such as China and India, combined with the scourge of

insecure global energy supplies are conspiring to confine more children in the

United Kingdom to poverty, the need to safeguard the educational

opportunities of these pupils appears more prescient than ever.

This paper has examined myriad policy prescriptions aimed at tackling the

attainment gap, predominantly in Secondary Schools, and widening

participation in post-16 mathematics education. Whilst it would seem that the

introduction of choice into the British educational sector through marketisation

may have an opportunity cost in terms of closing the gap, other policies such

as the introduction of a Pupil Premium to have more potential. Allied to the

introduction of an ‘English Baccalaureate’, which may encourage pupils from

disadvantaged backgrounds to shy away from vocational courses (which have

typically been used as a mechanism through which to disguise the true

magnitude of the gap) and instead adopt more academic subjects such as

Mathematics, it seems such measures have the potential to act as a catalyst

for progress. The continued expansion too of an alternative more applied

course of post-16 mathematics education in the form of the ‘use of

mathematics’ A-level may also help to attract pupils form deprived

backgrounds who otherwise would not have continued studying mathematics

to do so. However, given that just 4% of those pupils in receipt of Free School

Meals at the age of 15 go on to continue their education at university, the

government can ill afford to pay lip-service to closing the attainment gap if it

really does seek to expand opportunity, aspiration, participation together to

achieve fair outcomes for all (Harris, 2010; FCO, 2007).

Word Count: c. 4,848
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